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By Raymond M. Smullyan

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Greer Fitting
(illustrator). Reprint. 213 x 135 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A charming and
challenging adventure. Wordplay, the Crossword Blog of The New York Times Alice and her friends
return for another romp through Wonderland and the Looking-Glass with theseeighty-eight
puzzles, paradoxes, and logic problems. Raymond M. Smullyan s characters speak and behave like
the originals, and their puzzles abound in typical Carrollian word play, logicproblems, and dark
philosophical paradoxes. Isaac Asimov described this book as amusing, entertaining, and
surprisingly educational. And it might just send you back to reread Alice. Readers of all ages will
delight in the charming stories and the wealth of ingenious puzzles. Written by a distinguished
mathematician and creator of popular puzzle books, this volume requires no background in
formal logic. The puzzles become progressively more complex, and complete solutions appear at
the end. Puzzle authority Martin Gardner provides an Introduction to the text, which is enhanced
bysixty charming illustrations. An ingenious book, declared the Boston Globe, magnificent for those
who like conundrums, amusing for those who don t, and a tribute in itself to the genius of Lewis
Carroll.
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An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski

Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter  Ha a g-- Ca r ter  Ha a g
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